ABOUT US

Who We Are
In 2010 we, Andreas and Rüdiger Szak, founded Designpanel in order to offer
the innovative product developments of our plastic processing companies in
line with the market. The backbone of Designpanel, therefore, are two highperformance production companies with approximately 80 employees, future
oriented machinery and a profound knowledge about production engineering,
material properties and feasibility.

Our Products
Rüdiger Szak, Managing Director

Plastic is the material of our choice. With this material we turn visions into
reality and create aesthetic products eliciting emotions. The central theme is
translucence – and the interaction of our products with light. Additional aspects
are fascinating structures, organic materials and the magic of colours. Our core
products are innovative surface materials and LED lighting technology – ranging
from high-quality illuminated surfaces to unique lighting applications.

And Beyond This
We do not offer off-the-shelf products but unique components for the realisation
of your ideas and visions. If so desired we will provide you with expert advice
as a reliable partner who will assist you in resolving possible problems. We will
realise your projects with interdisciplinary skill following the idea of “full service
from a single source”.
Andreas Szak, Managing Director
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OUR STRENGTHS

Quality
It is our goal to meet the highest standards of architecture and design. This is why our
products are made in Germany in our own production facilities where they are subjected to constant quality control. Many of the orders we receive require extensive manual
work. For example the inlays for Invision are embedded by hand. This is necessary
and guarantees products which truly fulfill our customers’ specifications and ideas. All
our production processes are subject to tight quality management and are certified in
accordance with ISO Standard 9001:2008.

Exceptional Design
High-quality surfaces and a subdued design vocabulary create a harmonious blend
between our products and sophisticated architecture. The subtle aesthetics of our
products has found many followers and admirers. It is not coincidental that our products
receive design awards on a regular basis. In the year 2010 our products Wavepanel and
Lightpanel received the iF Material Award. In 2012 Lightpanel iso was recognized with
the Gold iF Design Award. This product was also nominated for the German Design
Award in 2013. A year later we received the Interior Innovation Award 2014 Selection.

Sustainability
We place great emphasis on the aspects environmental compatibility, longevity,
and energy efficient production. This, of course, applies to all of our products. Our
panels are produced without chemical additives. The basic materials also are nonhazardous. Acrylic glass is food safe and is even used in the medical sector because of
its excellent agreeability, PET is often used by the food industry. The plastics we use
are, too a high extent, recyclable. The sun is the main source of energy for our production. On the average our photovoltaic system produces almost as much energy as
we consume during a year.

Comprehensive Competence
Customised solutions call for experienced specialists. Our creative team offers the
necessary planning skills – interior designers, engineers, technicians and experts
from various crafts are at your disposition. We use the latest production technologies.
As far as the processing of the plastic materials is concerned we are specialised
in CNC milling, thermoforming, laser cutting and innovative bonding technologies.
Additionally we work across the trades with a great variety of materials and can
therefore guarantee the required know-how for product specific processing in case
of complex applications – all from one source, if so desired.
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Cube light installation consisting of Lightpanel frameless RGB with changing colours, combined with translucent panels,
filled with real grasses: Invision stem.
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Model storey of a Frankfurt high-rise. Planning: Gruenzig Planungsgesellschaft mbH, Bad Homburg.
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Invision is pure design. Organic
materials, cool metal or delicate textiles,
embedded in transparent plastic. The
prerequisite for this innovative material
bonding is the special rolling technique
developed by us. Numerous surface
design options and further processing
of these top quality panels made of
polyester (PETG) offer you a wide range

of applications. During the production
process of Invision different effects
can be created in accordance with
specifications to meet the requirements
of the intended use. Digital printing in
a virtually unlimited variety of colours
allows the creation of an individual
design in connection with your projects.
It is also possible to insert the multi-layer

material inlays at different levels. The
three-dimensional effect thereby created
intensifies the impression of depth.
Invision panels produce a fascinating
room lighting design solution when used
in combination with our Lightpanels. Our
product range offers numerous designs
to choose from such as nature, living,
techno and effects.

Invision birch, Hotel Mercure Severinshof
Photo: Steffen Spitzner, Gera
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INVISION Examples of Use
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1. Invision jungle as room divider; doctor’s office
in Fribourg, Switzerland; Espace Blanc SA, Marin;
Matec Sarl, Yverdon, Switzerland
2. Front design of a counter made of Invision
bamboo nature brown, Seerestaurant Balineum,
Walldorf;
3. Screen made of Invision stem; DSW;
Tchibo Coffee Service
4. Invision with beaten gold; Casino Mainz;
Architect Philipp Kern, Karlsruhe
Photo: Mehler und Partner
5. Door leaf made of Invision stem
6. Mobile partition made of Invision beargrass;
Auberge La Balance, Switzerland;
Ensemble architecture e urbanisme SA, Lausanne;
Ebénisterie Savoretti S.A., Tolochenaz, Switzerland
7. Lightpanel plus Invision jungle - bent,
Stadtsparkasse Mutterstadt;
Kiefer & Sohn GmbH, Denzlingen
8 + 9. Thermally formed partitions made of
Invision silverstick; m3 architectes, Luxemburg;
Photo Christof Weber, Luxemburg
10. Lightpanel with colour change system
plus Invision jungle
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On the inside emotion – on the outside
a ductile transparent material. Invision
is an inspiration for exceptional design
ideas. As room divider or screen
element: What is desired – transparency or only slight translucence? The degree of “sheerness” can be influenced
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by the surface and the density of the
embedded materials (Figures 1, 3, 8,
9). Invision as element in mobile
partition walls or doors (Figures 5+6).
Unique design elements are created by
combining Invision with Lightpanel in
RGB or with white LEDs – from mood

lighting (Figure 10) to a light sculpture
which dominates the room (Figure 7).
Invision as wall panel or cover for
a counter (Figure 2+4): Lighting from
above emphasises the fine structures
and the 3-dimensional depth of the
inlays. (Figures 2+4).
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Invision product range
nature
All the panels in our “nature“ line are produced using original organic materials, so that their transient beauty is forever captured
inside lasting plastic. With many inlays an attractive depth effect can be achieved by multiple-layer embedding of the materials.
Minor deviations in appearance from panel to panel are possible since the inlays are natural products. Also there may be colour
variations from batch to batch. Insignificant deviations of the embedded patterns may occur since the individual inlays are put
together and embedded by hand.

effects / techno
Metals and high-tech materials are the theme of this product line. Cool gloss and unusual structures give the products a futuristic
touch and make them innovative components of modern interior decoration.

twigs white

bamboo black

fern

leaves nature

feather

drops black

drops

glitter yellow

medley

blade

bamboo nature brown

bamboo green yellow

acai

twist

tecno silver

silver sticks

alu lattice

matrix

living
Exquisite fabrics and decoration materials are embedded in the plastic panels as part of a special patented process. Exceptional
decorative elements for creative room decorations are possible, depending on the material used and the panel thickness. Ideal
for complete furnishing concepts: Invision, e.g. as element for sliding doors, to match curtains or upholstery fabrics. Just provide
us with the desired fabric and it will be embedded accordingly. The figures show some examples of our production range.
raffia

corn

coffee

weed red

birch

jungle

stem

beargrass

lavender

thai green

Colour Variations and Specials

weed green

bamboo orange

asia 3103

siam 4301

korea paper gold

korea paper silver

korea paper white

amber

beatgold

Special Solutions on Request (Examples)

bamboo curry

leaves bordeaux –
Special colours on request

raffia –
Special colours on request

sefar golden imprinted

Fabrics according to your wishes

takumi paper

You can find additional solutions and the current product range on www.designpanel.de
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InVision Design Features

On request we will cut your panel to the exact dimension you require
and will finish the edges to suit the application you intend.
For this reason we need you to provide exact information when placing
the order so that we can create your Invision panel to meet your requirements. Manufacturing the panel usually takes two to three weeks.

One layer or two layers
In case of more casually arranged inlays, several layers of the materials on
different levels are an interesting option. For grass or bamboo rod inlays
choose between one or two layers:
• One layer: better visibility, possible panel thickness starting at 6 mm
• Two layers: the inlay is more dense, at the same time the three-dimensional structure enhances the effect of the optical depth (starting at 10 mm).

Construction of Invision
1 --------------------2 --------------------3 --------------------4 --------------------5 --------------------6 --------------------7 ---------------------

Level 1 and 7: surface
Level 2, 4 and 6: transparent sheet of PETG;
Level 3 and 5: inlaid grasses

one layer

two layers

Running direction
This information is important in connection with inlays which have a „longitudinal structure“ such as grasses, twigs or rods. Two options are possible:
• Running direction parallel to the long edge
• Running direction parallel to the short edge

Running direction parallel to the long edge

Surfaces (Finish)
• Six different surface finishes are available.
• Different surfaces can be selected for the front and back.
• Some surfaces are especially suitable in case of heavy use.
Please talk to us in case of doubt!
• The surfaces high gloss and classic allow a clear visibility in case of
casually arranged inlays, other alternatives are translucent and may
also serve as privacy screen.
Brief description:
• classic: Smooth surface with a slight shine.
• high gloss: High lustre. Not suitable for heavy use.
• patina matt: A light satin finish makes the inlays visually less prominent.
• pearl: Fine pearl structure. Suitable also for heavier use.
• frosted: Uneven structure resembling ice.
• stone: Irregularly structured effect finish.

Edge Finishes
These types are possible:
• Cut: the standard type (saw-cut)
• Milled: a visually smooth edge without grooves. (at an extra charge)
• Edge banding: The cutting edges are covered with a strip of transparent
PETG. Very sophisticated appearance while offering protection against moisture
at the same time. Coloured edge banding is also possible. (at an extra charge)
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classic

high gloss

patina matt

“Fade-out” Decor
A very decorative alternative which is especially suitable for inlays made of grasses, twigs, leaves or blossoms (no extra charge). For this purpose please state
the exact dimensions you desire, i. e. which segment of the panel should remain
free and which segments should be covered with more or less of the material
used as inlay. For best results provide a sketch. (See example on the right).
• If “fade out“ decor is desired only single layer inlays are possible and we
recommend „pearl“ as surface finish.

Example:
total height 1450 mm

Invision Panels are highly individualistic. Many different alternatives are
possible for each inlay: Panel size and thickness, surface structure and
also the colour for several decors. With many inlays there is a choice
between one or two layers. The running direction is also variable.

200 mm
no inlay
600 mm
fading out
inlay
650 mm
dense
inlay

Example with running direction parallel to the short edge

Opaque or With Additional Colour Effect
Depending on the inlay and surface Invision Panels are more or less transparent, but they are always translucent. If an opaque panel is desired or if a
special effect is to be achieved the background can be laminated with a
coloured film or digitally imprinted with an almost unlimited range of colours.

Thai green with white, blue or black background

pearl

frosted

stone

Other Options
UV protection: In case of extended exposure to light or direct sunlight an additional UV protection prevents the yellowing of the
panel. In spite of UV protection changes in colour of organic inlays may occur. Therefore outdoor applications of Invision nature are
only possible under limited conditions. Read more on www.designpanel.de.
Moisture protection: The primary material PETG is generally water- and weatherproof. However if natural materials or fabrics are
inlaid into Invision, moisture may penetrate through the open cutting edge. In order to prevent this all cutting edges must be protected by means of edge banding.
Prefabrication: On request we will prefabricate your panel to the extent that the only thing you have left to do is to install it.
We will cut the panel to dimension or will thermoform it for you.

cut

milled

edge banding

Your Unique Panel:
It is possible to use very special inlays according to your ideas. Provide us with the material of your choice and we will test if
your material is suitable as inlay. Only a test will show whether the material is acceptable for the process.
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Invision birch translucent as sliding door and room divider; used as wall panel the back consists of white PETG.
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Interior of the motoryacht AB 116, presented at the Boatshow Genova 2013 (The picture shows the master suite);
FIPA Group, Viareggio, Italy
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Living structures – the name Wavepanel well describes the impression
created by these innovative materials,
which receive their three-dimensional
character as a result of our hightech milling processes. You will be
impressed by the interaction between
material and light in connection with
the relief-like structures. The source

materials we use are acrylic glass or
solid surface materials such as Corian®,
HI-MACS®, Staron® or Varicor ®, all
of which have varied surfaces that
resemble natural stone. Wavepanels
offer you an enormous range of design
options because of the different ways
they can be processed: They can be
machined, laser cut, thermoformed and

bonded using different technologies.
Even three-dimensional forming is
possible, whereby individual parts are
joined exactly to continuously repeat
the pattern. During the final processing
even more design options are available
for selection – the surfaces can be
satinised, polished or varnished.

Counter front made of Wavepanel, varnished. Photo: H. G. Esch, Hennef
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Wavepanel Examples of Use

4

1

2
Three-dimensional
structure
meets
transparency. The translucent basic materials of Wavepanel allow the creation
of unique effects when illuminated. If
used as room divider the natural light
will change the contours of the relief
patterns depending on the time of day.
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Sunlight will brilliantly illuminate the panels (Fig. 6). When backlit the depth
of the structured surfaces is somewhat
toned down, the lighting dominates (Fig.
4 + 7). This is different if colourful lighting
is used. When changing colours in the
RGB spectrum each colour generates a

6

7

3
different appearance of the surface (Fig.
3). If Wavepanel is used as wall panelling
or counter panelling lateral illumination
can create depth and exceptional effects
of the structure (Fig. 1). Owing to CNC
milling the panels can be joined so that
they exactly repeat the pattern in case of

5

large scale applications (Fig. 5 + 7). Thermoforming allows circular bending (Fig.
4 + 7) and even 3-dimensional forming
(Fig. 5). An additional advantage offered
is, for example, that transparent Wavepanels can be installed with their smooth
surface on the front side when used as

splash guards in kitchens which will
facilitate cleaning (Fig. 2).
1. Wavepanel counter at the Voltaire Bar, Crowne
Plaza Hotel London City; Planning: Brandarchitects,
London; Photo: 3D Foils, Craven Arms, Great Britain
5 + 8: Wavepanel as conically formed counter front and
wall panelling, Headquarters Südwestbank AG, Stuttgart. Photographer: H.G. Esch

8
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WAVEPANEL

WAVEPANEL

WavepanelS – Made of Solid Surface Materials

Wavepanels – Made of Acrylic Glass
Wavepanels made of acrylic glass
have a tremendous advantage – they
are translucent. The natural incidence
of light or special illumination using
Lightpanels will specifically emphasise
the decorative structures of our

translucent Wavepanels. Another plus
is the variety of colours – all colours of
the Iceplex colour palette are available.
Other types of acrylic glass can also be
inserted. You can combine acrylic glass
sheets in different colours through

surface bonding, which will create
completely individual colour patterns
as a result of the different processing
depths realised during milling.

Depending on the material composition solid surface materials offer various
product features and therefore widely varied applications. The plasticity of
the natural stone resembling surfaces
is a result of the processing into Wave-

panels. The relief-like structures lend
the materials their very special character and make them exceptional for the
use as architectural elements. You will
find products made from HI-MACS®,
in our standard range, but Wave-

panels can be manufactured from any
solid surface material in practice. Come
to your own decision based on your
personal taste and your intended use.

Three different structures using Wavepanel made of Iceplex as examples:

Wave

Lens

Linear

Examples for pattern effects in connection with multi-layer acrylic glass using different colours:

Lens 2-coloured
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Lens 2-coloured

Lens 3-coloured
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Reception counter and helpdesk consisting of Wavepanel, three-dimensional and thermally formed.
In the background a door made of Invision stem
26

Headquarters Südwestbank AG, Stuttgart; Planning: Johannes Ruf intérieur – extérieur, Ulm;
Photographer: H. G. Esch, Hennef
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Our Iceplex product line is made of
high-quality acrylic glass satinised on
both sides. With white or clear material
it creates a frosted effect. Coloured
Iceplex resembles the soft shades of
fruit sorbets. The product offers
countless
design
options
and

fulfills highest demands in terms
of appearance. Its most significant
feature is the soft light diffusion which
is emotionally appealing and invites
to touch the surface. When touched it
feels like velvet and has – other than
satined glass – a pleasantly warm

red

dark red

honey yellow

orange

anthrazit

brown

light green

green

ice white

light blue

blue

dark blue

touch. An additional advantage is the
low weight. Iceplex is available in many
impressive colours up to a maximum
size of 3050 x 2030 mm and a sheet
thickness up to 20 mm. You can find
further information on our website
www.designpanel.de.

You eat with your eyes first: In his restaurant Falco in Leipzig star chef Peter Maria Schnurr serves haute cuisine on Iceplex.
Arrangement and photographs by Ralf Müller, Dortmund.
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Illuminated ceiling made of round Lightpanels and colourful Iceplex and a room divider with shelves made of the same material.
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Pool area for small children at the leisure pool AQUASUD in Luxemburg; Planning: M3 Architectes S.A., Luxemburg;
Photographer: Christof Weber, Luxemburg.
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Iceplex Examples of Use

1

2

4

5

3
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Iceplex
has
many
wonderful
properties: The translucence of the
material makes the colours particularly
brilliant when touched by light, its warm
and velvety surface has a pleasant feel,
and is resistant to minor scratches.
Last but not least one of its exceptional

6
properties is its formability. For this
reason Iceplex is an ideal material
for Interior Design (Figures 2, 3, 4)
which excels through its versatility
and sophisticated appearance. In this
interplay between light and Iceplex
the material is no longer just plastic

7
but becomes a work of art (Figure
1). Iceplex offers many possibilities to
present products in their best light
(Figures 5 + 6). And it is also ideal for
applications outdoors because it
is weatherproof and does not yellow
(Fig. 7).
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What makes this exceptional material
so attractive are its contrasts.
Visual lightness is coupled with load
bearing capability and strength. Deep
colour appears to be floating through
the transparent material just as light
and colour would penetrate water. This
is how Aquaplex changes its appearance from vivid colours to no colour

and transparent depending on the angle
of view. Aquaplex is a panel made of
solid clear acrylic glass. The backside
is coated in brilliant colours while its
surfaces are treated with a special
polishing to achieve a matt finish. It is
available in an almost endless variety of colours – including all RAL and
PANTONE colours. Aquaplex is pro-

duced in sheet strengths up to 40 mm.
It can, therefore, bear heavy loads and
is extremely durable and sturdy. The
non-sensitive surface can always be
touched up by refinishing. Good formability and UV-resistance allow various
applications indoors and outdoors. You
can find further information on page 92.

Desk with front and worktop made of Aquaplex. VR Bank Kirchweidach. Photographer: Iven Matheis, Toeging
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“Honeycomb” by Swarovski, made of Cellplex honeycomb clear, filled with 13,500 Swarovski crystals per square meter.
Backlit by LEDs the architectural elements create soft light with an almost magical effect.
36

Swarovski stand at the Euroluce 2013 in Milan using “Swarovski Honeycomb” as wall panelling and counter front.
Photo: Swarovski;architecture.swarovski.com; Information can be obtained from: architectural.solutions@swarovski.com
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CELLPLEX is a transparent composite
material which is extremely lightweight,
stable and durable which was developed
to meet highest design demands. Its “secret” is the cell shaped honeycomb core,
one of the most creative acts of nature.
The arrangement of hexagonal cells in
a row is most economical and occurs in
connection with molecules, crystals and,

of course, honeycombs. Requiring only
a small amount of material it is possible
to achieve a maximum of cubical content
with an extremely high amount of stability.
This makes CELLPLEX a lightweight construction material and a design element at
the same time. The polycarbonate honeycomb is not only fascinating because of
its excellent properties but also because

of its fabulous appearance – perfect symmetry or fascinating chaos. The honeycomb panel is combined with transparent
colourless plastic or with satined Iceplex.
The entire Iceplex colour palette is available. Ideal as room divider, wall panel,
presentation or illumination element and
always when low weight and high stability
are required at the same time.

CELLPLEX chaos black

CELLPLEX chaos clear

CELLPLEX honeycomb

CELLPLEX chaos clear + ICEPLEX orange

Front view of CELLPLEX samples

Lateral view of CELLPLEX samples
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Illuminated wall consisting of Lightpanels splash RGB, partially combined with Invision birch or fern,
Iceplex-wall panels in between.
40

At the gateway of the Schiller5 Hotel and Boarding House, Munic; Planning: Terrabiota Landschaftsarchitekten, Starnberg
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Lightpanels are customised LED surface lights which emit light homogeneously. They connect efficient lighting
technology with modern design and offer, owing to their flat structure of only
30 mm, a wide range of design possibilities. Lightpanels are energy efficient
and sustainable: Through high performance LEDs and state-of-the-art low

42

voltage technology a high luminance is
achieved while the energy consumption
remains low. In addition Lightpanels
are maintenance free and long-lived.
White light or a wide range of colours?
Lightpanels are available in the light
colours warm and neutral white, monochrome or with individually controllable
RGB colour gradients (red/green/blue).

Lightpanels are extremely variable: The
modular design allows various features
and their use on walls, ceilings or floors.
Also applications in a moist environment
can be realised by using LEDs which are
protected against splash water. All sizes
between 200 x 200 mm and 2000 x 3000
mm are possible. Additionally quite unique LED lighting schemes are possible.

43

Lightpanel A Mature System

Modular Construction
Using Lightpanel original as
an example
1 | anodized aluminium frame
2 | reflecting rear panel
3 | side light emitting sheet
4 | diffusion sheet on the surface
5 | strips with high performance LEDs
6 | Halfen channel with sliding blocks
7 | angle connector

44

Design
Because of its modular design
Lightpanel is suitable for a myriad
of applications. A large variety of
individual components guarantees a
flexible structure suitable for various
fields of application. Key elements of
the design are different plastic panels
held by an aluminium frame, which also
serves as support for the LEDs and
as cooling element. This frame, which
is made from anodized aluminium,
has sliding blocks in a Halfen channel
on the back for fixing and offers a
wide range of possibilities for fast and
flexible assembly. Depending on the

Physical Principle
type and application of Lightpanel,
different designs of aluminium frames
are available. Inserted in the frame are
backup strips with high performance
LEDs, a side light emitting sheet,
backed-up by a reflector panel, and a
diffusion sheet on the surface.

LED light bands illuminate a sidelight
emitting panel via the edge. The special
feature of this panel are microscopic
diffusers cast into the panel distributing
the light to both panel surfaces.
Additionally, the rear panel reflects
the light toward the front side of the
Lightpanel. Here an additional diffuser
disk, which at the same time is the face
of the Lightpanel, ensures an absolutely
homogeneous light distribution on the
surface. The aluminium frame serves
as holder for the light emitting diodes
and as passive cooling element for the
lighting technology.
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Lightpanel Examples of Use

4

5

6

1

2
Lightpanels in the basic designs
“original”, “frameless”, “cover”, “splash”
and “plus” are suitable for various
applications in the field of interior
design. Unique solutions ranging from
accent lights and illuminated walls
(Figures 1 and 3), to backlit prints
46

and illuminated surfaces outdoors
(Figures 4 and 5), illuminated
counters or illuminated back panels
for counters (Figures 2, 7 and 9)
are possible. In lifts Lightpanel cover
provides the perfect design solution for
anti-glare ceiling lighting (Figure 8), in

3
addition to the advantages which the
latest LED technology offers, such as
longevity, freedom from maintenance
and energy efficiency.

7

9

8
1 + 3. Walls with Lightpanels frameless RGB
2. Back bar consisting of several Lightpanels
frameless RGB;
Osram stand at the Light & Building 2012
4. Lightpanel frameless plus print, aligned;
WengerWittmann GmbH

5. Large format panel light outdoors:
Lightpanel splash RGB with print
6. Lightpanel as illuminated panel at the sales
desk of a museum – homogeneously illuminated,
dazzle free

7. Bar made of Lightpanel frameless cover with
shelves made of Iceplex; Lemons & Limes Bar,
Sheraton Hotel, Airport Frankfurt,
Planning: Vöcker & Co., Ahaus
8. Illuminated ceiling made of
Lightpanel cover in a lift
9. Two Lightpanels RGB as counter front
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Lightpanel original

Lightpanel frameless

Lightpanel frameless – The Highlight for Architecture and Design

Lightpanel original - Light at its Best

The visible surface of Lightpanel
frameless is precisely fitted into
the white powder-coated aluminium
frame. The circumferential edges hardly
cast a shadow. This version allows exceptionally beautiful design solutions.
Several Lightpanels frameless joined
together, and individually controlled,
form an impressive light wall. The
homogeneous illumination which extends over the entire surface is created
by the special design of this version.

The standard model of the product
family is Lightpanel original. Its slender
and sophisticated design with a depth of
only 30 mm makes it a highlight of interior
decoration. The luminous acrylic surface
of Lightpanel original in a minimalist aluminium frame impresses like a painting.
Colourful or warm white light create a
pleasant atmosphere in rooms. By the
way, Lightpanel original is also suitable
for mounting on ceilings.
Features:
Visible anodized aluminium frame
encasing a diffuser sheet made of
satined acrylic glass or real glass.

x

Features:
Special frame made of white,
powder-coated aluminium. The illuminated surface extends to the outer edge.
There is practically no visible frame.

24
V
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Warm
White

Neutral
White

Mono
chrome

RGB

IP
40

- 30ºC
+40ºC

24
V

Warm
White

Neutral
White

Mono
chrome

RGB

IP
40

- 30ºC
+40ºC
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Back bar consisting of three Lightpanels frameless with Barthelme LEDs in RGB, combined
with shelves made of Iceplex, installed at a distance to the wall with an additional corona effect.
50

Showroom Barthelme LED Solutions, Nuremberg. www.barthelme.de
51

Lightpanel plus

Lightpanel plus

2

3

4

1

5

6

Lightpanel plus – The Symbiosis of Light and Creativity
Lightpanel plus offers a myriad of options which are made possible by combining Lightpanel frameless with translucent decorative materials. Due to the
reciprocal effect of both components
there is a wide spectrum of light moods.
Rooms have a different atmosphere depending on the mood or occasion. Cool
or warm light, monochrome or RGB colours will create quite different effects.
There is hardly a limit to creativity as
far as translucent decorative panels
are concerned. Some possibilities are
shown here.

plus INVISION

plus WAVEPANEL

plus Print

Combining Lightpanel with Invision
could almost be considered a potentiation because both materials are made
for each other. Invision with embedded
natural materials, metals or fabrics is
even more phenomenal when backlit. White light emphasizes the inlays,
colourful light creates unusual effects. A
highlight for every room. (1)

Wavepanel is a translucent surface material we developed which receives its
three-dimensional appearance by milling with high-tech milling cutters. The
interplay between material and light
impressively emphasizes the relief type
structures. Backlit with LEDs in RGB
Wavepanels which are made of transparent acrylic glass change their appearance with every colour change. (2)

Lightpanel plus with Iceplex is ideal
as supporting medium for high-quality
pieces of graphic art. Pictures or texts
are razor-sharp. Directly printed in brilliant colours using the high-quality digital print technology or laminated with
printing films this version is suitable for first class information panels in
museums or exhibitions but also for
succinct advertising messages. (3)

Feature:
Instead of Iceplex a translucent decorative panel is applied as visible surface.

plus Glass

plus Stone

plus Solid Surface Materials

If desired Lightpanel plus can be
manufactured with printed or diffuse
glass. In some cases glass surfaces
are easier to integrate into the existing
architecture. A second aspect are the
safety-related properties offered by materials such as tempered safety glass or
laminated safety glass. The diffusion
effect is achieved by means of an additionally embedded transmission film. (4)

Fascinating – the characteristic texture
and structure of filigree, finely cut stone
veneer. Backlit by Lightpanel the beauty and uniqueness of translucent stone
panels can be perfectly emphasized
and brought out. Presented in this way
stone becomes a true eye-catcher in
interior design. (5)

In combination with products resembling natural stone such as Corian®,
HI-MACS®, Varicor ® or Staron® light
can achieve the most varied effects
ranging from subtly emphasising the
fine structures of the materials used for
thin, translucent sheets up to the stunning effects created by the patterns of
milled ornaments which are not visible
until illuminated.* (6)

x

* Figure – by courtesy of Büro Kolb, Stadtbergen;
www.buero- kolb.de
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* Figure – by courtesy of Rosskopf & Partner AG;
Photograph: diephotodesigner.de
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Counter front made of Lightpanel frameless plus Invision jungle with mitred corners.
In the background: Lightpanel slim, cool white, film laminated as illuminated back wall at a bistro.
54

NWD Erlebniswelt Dentale Zukunft, Muenster;
Design: Ulrike Herr-Krebs, Interni GmbH, Essen. Realisation: Kappler Med+Org GmbH, Pfalzgrafenweiler
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Lightpanel twin

Lightpanel floor

Lightpanel floor – Light to Be Walked On

Lightpanel twin – The Lightpanel with Two Illuminated Surfaces
Lightpanel twin has two homogeneously illuminated visible surfaces. A satined
acrylic glass sheet is attached to the
front and back and the illuminating power of the LEDs is evenly distributed on
both outer surfaces. This version is ideal for suspended signs visible from two
sides or as free-standing stele at the
point of sale. The advertising messages
on the front and back may vary. For example, the message could be digitally
printed directly onto the panel or films
could be applied. It is also suitable for
guidance systems as information sign
illuminated on both sides.

Lightpanel floor was especially developed for the installation in floors. As
a result of its improved structure Lightpanel floor has a load-bearing capacity
of more than 350 kg/m². Complex double
floors are no longer necessary since the
flat design permits a low floor thickness.
Whether you plan small illuminated surfaces or large-scale illuminated floors
– Lightpanel is always the best choice
because of the exceptional creative
freedom it allows. Free forms, white and
colourful light, colour change, panel thickness as required starting at 15mm (only in
connection with white light) – everything
is possible.

Features:
Special frame structure with attached
diffusion panels on the front and on the
back.

Features:
Suitable for the horizontal installation in
floors; low installation depth - in RGB
starting at 36 mm.
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Lightpanel cover

Lightpanel splash

Lightpanel splash – the Lightpanel With a Splash Guard

Lightpanel cover – So Bright, So Light, Almost Invisible

Lightpanel splash was developed for
environments with high air humidity and
exposure to splash water. Therefore it
is perfect for the use outdoors and also
ideal as impressive lighting element in
leisure pools or wellness, spa and sauna
areas. A hood of acrylic glass prevents
the penetration of humidity and the LED
technology is also water-proof.

Here the classic Lightpanel original or
Lightpanel frameless is enclosed by an
acrylic glass hood which is a strikingly
elegant design solution. When switched off the surface lighting becomes
nearly invisible, because of the covered
frame, but is an astoundingly attractive
accent or room lighting when switched
on. Owing to the screw connection on
the sides Lightpanel cover is the optimum solution for panels installed on
ceilings.

Features:
Structure as with Lightpanel cover,
additionally equipped with splash-proof
LED technology.

Features:
Hood made of satined acrylic glass
screwed to the aluminium frame.
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Lightpanel slim

Lightpanel alu-slim

Lightpanel alu-slim: Slender and Colourful

Lightpanel slim – Extremely Flat and Stable
Our most versatile product: Lightpanel slim with its low structural depth of
only 15 mm. Lightpanel slim offers
convincing results even in its maximum size of 3000 x 800 mm because
of its homogeneous illuminating power.
Our flattest Lightpanel is, for example,
suitable for backlighting if only limited
space is available or also as an ideal ultra flat alternative for the installation in
floors. One of its additional advantages
are the various possibilities for further
processing. Lightpanel slim is suitable
for geometric shapes, free forming and
thermally bent objects.

The latest version of Lightpanel slim
is equipped with an aluminium frame
which also functions as cooling element
and also makes the use of LEDS in
RGB possible. All colour combinations
and colour changes are now feasible
in connection with our slimmest light
element for illuminated surfaces.
Lightpanel alu-slim is available in all
rectangular shapes up to a size of 3000
x 800 mm, the thickness is 18 mm. It
is ideal for backlighting and can be
combined with all our design panels.
It is also suitable for the integration in
furniture or as illuminated shelf.

Features:
Low structural depth of 15 mm, load
bearing capacity of 350 kg/m²; suitable for free forming. If a frame structure is available Lightpanel slim can be
installed on walls and ceilings.

Features:
With circumferential aluminium frame.
Thickness only 18 mm, Up to a size of
3000 x 800 mm all rectangular shapes
are possible. An installation on walls
and ceilings requires an additional
frame structure.
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Lightpanel tex

BACKLIGHT tex

BACKLIGHT tex – Great Light Solutions for Wall and Ceiling

Lightpanel tex – Brilliant Images, Easy to Replace
If the possibility to quickly change printed images with little effort is desired
Lightpanel tex is the proper choice.
Just like with Lightpanel frameless the
homogeneous
illuminated
surface
almost reaches the edge. However,
in this case the front made of acrylic
glass is replaced by a fabric covering
diffusing the light. It can be printed in
brilliant colours and, owing to circumferential cord edge which is inserted in the aluminium profile, the fabric can
be easily attached and removed.

Our new product group BACKLIGHT
tex offers solutions for especially large
or uniquely shaped illuminated surfaces
and ceilings. In order to achieve an excellent illumination level the light is not introduced via the edge but by means of light
emitting diodes behind the illuminated
surface. The desired brightness level can
be controlled by the amount and type of
the installed LEDs. The standard depth
of these light boxes with direct backlighting is 150 mm, however, also boxes with
less depths are possible.

Features:
Anodized aluminium profile with rail
for the cord edge. Printable fabric covering, easy to replace.

Features:
Light box with direct LED backlighting.
Homogeneously illuminated surface
consisting of coated fabric, suitable for
printing.
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Stretch ceiling consisting of several Backlights, partially free formed, installed in ceiling recess.
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Volksbank Nordoberpfalz eG; Planning: Weberwürschinger Gesellschaft von Architekten mbH; Photograph: Stefan Meyer
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Exceptional cuts, bent shapes, threedimensional structures; lots of things
are possible with Lightpanel individual. This name is also the synonym
for special light solutions developed
and produced by us. Starting with the
design our services also include pro-

ject handling, installation and handing
over of the completed light object.
The most creative ideas of architects,
designers and lighting designers can
be realised this way. We offer customer
service from A to Z and jointly develop
unique solutions for a myriad of require-

ments with you. Our broad production
range
comprises
laser
cutting,
engraving, CNC treatment, digital print,
thermoforming as well as the bonding
of all types of plastics. If you wish you
can have your entire Lightpanel project
completed from one source.

Arched light stele consisting of three Lightpanels RGB with a cut-out for a display window and an armoured glass surface.
Tiffany & Co., Vienna; Planning: HH Architekten, Munic
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Lightpanel Individual Examples of Use

1

2

3

4
Apart from the classical illuminated
surface we offer lighting solutions in
various shapes and for a myriad of
different applications. Our illuminated
counter fronts require little space and
are highly energy efficient. Bent fronts,
free forms and even perforations
68

and cut-outs are possible with Lightpanels (Figure 1). In case of illuminated
ceilings and floors free forms can be
translated into design (Figures 2, 7 and
8). Light infeed via the edge was also a
prerequisite for the development of this
product. In case of the Lightgraphic

6

5
design lounge chair made of transparent Plexiglas® colourful light evenly
flows through a network of engraved
lines (Figure 6). The lounge chair has
a wireless power supply via a battery
operated strip light at the top end. As
far as showcases and light boxes

7
for museums are concerned the Lightpanel lighting technology must meet
the highest quality standards. The LEDs
are selected according to the specifications of the lighting designers (Figures
3, 4 and 5).

8

1: Counter and back panel of counter made of
Lightpanel individual at the Obermaintherme, Bad
Staffelstein

6. Transparent, illuminated design lounge chair;
LED Lounge Chair; Photograph: BeMoss, www.
bemoss.de

2: Uniquely shaped ceiling lights made of Lightpanels RGB including a colour change program;
Restaurant Gabriel’s, Muenster; Dreiklang-Hotelkonzepte, Kern Innenarchitekten, Frankfurt

7. Illuminated floor on two levels, partially consisting
of free form Lightpanel elements

3, 4, + 5: Examples of showcases featuring special
Lightpanel solutions

8. Innovative lighting design for lifts: Lightpanels as
modular ceiling light for Schmitt + Sohn Aufzuege,
Design: Marius Schreyer Design, Nuremberg
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Weightless, light, almost invisible –
Lightgraphic is like floating light. The
graphics are mystically illuminated in
an almost invisible medium. The name
Lightgraphic is the synonym for LED
design elements made of transparent
Plexiglas® with homogeneously illuminated lines brightened by flowing white
or colourful light. Lightgraphic offers

a myriad of applications for architecture and interior or product design
e. g. as illuminated wall panelling, transparent, ceiling-high room dividers, and
as basic material for unique lamps or
light elements, as well as for design
furniture such as our LED lounge chair
and even serial production. Lightgraphic allows quite individualistic

designs and quasi overrides Sullivan’s
universal design principle that “form
follows function” because Lightgraphic
more or less disengages the form from
function. Various engraved patterns,
sizes, thicknesses or three-dimensional
forms can be realised according to your
projects.

Figure above: Examples of Lightgraphic engraved patterns. Figure on the right: Lightgraphic is the basis for CIELO – a lamp by
OCARI®. A circularly milled, laser engraved Plexiglas® pane was thermally formed and homogenously illuminated with white LEDs.
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CIELO by OCARI®- www.ocari.de
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Illuminated bistro table made of Lightgraphic. Colourful light flows homogeneously via the edge through a network of
engraved lines in transparent Plexiglas®.
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Feinkost Symirna, Friedrichshafen; Planning: Schrutka-Peukert, Kulmbach;
Photograph: BeMoss, www.bemoss.de
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It is like magic – a seemingly normal glass
pane turns into a colourful illuminated wall at the push of a button, brilliant,
semi-transparent, changing the colours
in a soft rhythm... Lightpanel iso is an
innovative LED flat light embedded in
insulating glass – developed applying

a new process. As the light is fed in
through the edges a completely homogenous illumination is realized and this
with a maximum size of 1,000 x 3,000
mm. Furthermore, the glass protects
against wetness and dust. Lightpanel
iso can be used outdoors and indoors, a

When illuminated Lightpanel iso resembles a colourful mist of light …
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myriad of applications are possible. Partition panels, room dividers, light steles
or large illuminated surfaces outdoors
are only some of the options. Lightpanel
iso is energy-efficient, sustainable and
highly recyclable – custom-made with an
accurate fit to meet your specifications.

... with the light switched off it becomes a clear glass pane
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Lightpanel iso

Lightpanel iso

Inscriptions and Motifs – Luminescent and Floating

Glass Walls Emitting Colourful Light
When switched off, clear transparent
glass, when switched on a wall of soft,
colourful light. The transparent version
of Lightpanel iso, which is illuminated on both sides, is perfectly suited to
serve as a room divider or as an illuminated stele. With an appropriate frame
structure Lightpanel iso can also be
used for windows or facades.
Features:
Insulating glass pane with embedded
sidelight emitting panel, LEDs in white
or RGB. Transparent and illuminated on
both sides.

Luminescent inscriptions, lines and
graphic representations, logos or
the outlines of individual letters in
transparent glass. Lightpanel iso
Gravurlight is suitable as decorative
element in advertising and whereever
exceptional light effects are desired.
Also the light installation of the artist
Rita Kriege shown above functions
on the basis of this principle. Here the
engravings were complemented by
semi-transparent prints.
Lightpanel iso switched on ...

... and switched off

Features:
The lines and motifs engraved into the
panel, which emits light laterally, are
brightly illuminated and create interesting effects.
1: Glass panel
2: Space filled with air
3: Light conducting panel with
engraving

1: Glass panel
2: Space filled with air
3: Sidelight emitting panel

LEDs Screen printed edge

Screen printed edge LEDs
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Lightpanel iso

Lightpanel iso
Measurements and Technical Data
Size

The maximum panel size is 1000 x 3000 mm.
A circumferential screen-printed border of 35 mm must always be considered.

Thickness

Total thickness starting at 36 mm, depending on the size and the statics requirements.

Weight

Approx. 41 kg/m² at a glass thickness of 2 x 6 mm.

Materials

Glass panels, thickness starting at 6 mm.
Acrylic glass sheet emitting lateral light, 10 mm.
LEDs, colour optional.

Types of Glass

Depending on the specifications (e. g. ESG 1), VSG 2), TVG 3) ).

Luminous Colour

Warm white, neutral white, monochrome, RGB optional.

Electrical Equipment

RGB as well as white LEDs are operated by means of 24 Volt control gears.
The performance depends on the panel size.
Control gears and control system must be installed separately, if possible inside
a building or appropriately protected against the weather.

Assembly

The space between the glass panel and the frame structure must be
a minimum of 12 mm at the side of the cable exit. Control gears are
replaceable – maximum distance to the panel 10 m.

Fire Protection

Building Material Class B1

1) ESG = toughened safety glass; 2) VSG = laminated safety glass; 3) TVG = annealed glass

Lightpanel iso with Special Thermal Insulation

The Illuminated Sign of the Future – Sophisticated and Stable

If it is intended to use Lightpanel iso
as window or facade element outdoors,
potentially an improved thermal insulation is required. In this case triple glazing is recommended. This will increase
the overall thickness to approx. 50-70
mm depending on the required thermal
resistance. Also in this case there is a
choice between white, monochrome or
RGB LEDs with colour change controller.

Lightweight but protected by glass,
stable yet only 40 millimetres thick.
Provided with maintenance-free, energy
efficient LEDs Lightpanel iso Print
revolutionises signage. The signs can
be installed on walls and facades illuminated only on one side or as
“V-shaped sign” or illuminated stele
emitting light on both sides.
Features:
The version which is illuminated on
both sides has two glass panes with
translucent print or is film laminated,
whereas with the one-sided version the
back side is light-tight.

Features:
In order to achieve high thermal insulation an additional glass chamber filled
with gas is added to the chamber containing the lighting technology.

Luminous on both sides:
LEDs

translucent print

1: Glass panel
2: Space filled with air
3: Sidelight emitting panel
4: Chamber filled with gas

1: Glass panel
2: Space filled with air
3: Sidelight emitting panel
4: Opaque back panel

Screen printed edge

Luminous on one side:
LEDs

translucent print
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Light installation by the artist Rita Kriege consisting of four Lightpanels iso RGB with print and engravings.
A colour change program generates different luminous colour sequences.
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Art in Public Areas; commissioned by Stadtwerke Augsburg; Design: Rita Kriege; www.rita-kriege.com
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FAQ Frequently Asked Questions

Are our surface materials suitable for outdoor use?
Yes, under certain conditions. High-quality acrylic glass is weather-proof, it will not turn yellow and
is suitable for outdoor use without limitation. The manufacturers grant up to 30 years warranty for
these properties. When used outdoors PETG should be equipped with UV protection to prevent it
from becoming yellow. However, direct sun may significantly change the colour of the organic inlays of
Invision. Additionally all cutting edges must be sealed against water seepage.
How can our surface materials and Lightpanels be cleaned?
It is best to clean them with moist and soft microfiber cloths and a dishwashing detergent. Never use
abrasive materials on plastic surfaces. When cleaning Lightpanels ensure that no moisture will seep into
the panel. Do not use cleaning agents containing acetic acid because they will damage the LEDs.
Operating Hours
70.000
60.000
50.000
40.000

•
•
•

What is the life expectancy of a Lightpanel? Does temperature have an impact?
Approximately 50.000 operating hours in case of a normal ambient temperature. This adds up to
almost 14 years based on an average operating time of 10 hours per day. Extended exposure to higher
temperatures will shorten the life of a Lightpanel, lower temperatures will increase its life expectancy.

30.000
20.000
Temperature 20°C 40°C 60°C

Is the life expectancy of a Lightpanel negatively impacted if it is frequently switched on or off
and will other impacts from the outside also have a negative effect?
No. There are no limits as far as switching Lightpanels on or off is concerned. Frequent switching does not
have a negative effect on the life expectancy of Lightpanels. In addition, LEDs are break-proof and vibration
resistant. Consequently Lightpanels, in particular the version Cover, are especially suitable for use in lifts.
Do Lightpanels emit undesired radiation?
No. Lightpanels do not emit IR and/or UV radiation. The emitted light is cold, therefore, the illuminated
objects will not heat up. As a result Lightpanels are the ideal media for presentations in museums and
exhibitions.
Do Lightpanels generate electric smog?
Lightpanels operate with low voltage (12 V/24 V). Therefore no critical electromagnetic fields are
created. Lightpanels are quasi free of electric smog.
Can the LEDs be replaced?
Yes. The modular design of the Lightpanels allows easy and quick replacement of the LED strips. The
replacement must be performed by one of our experts, however.

Explanation of the Pictograms
24
V

24 Volt direct current

IP
64

Warm
White

Warm white (3,000 K)

- 30ºC
+40ºC

Permissible operating temperature (indoor use only)

Neutral
White

Neutral white (4,000 K)

- 30ºC
+40ºC

Permissible operating temperature

Cool
White

Cool white (5,000 K)

Suitable for indoor use

Mono
chrome

LEDs in one colour (red, green, blue, orange or amber)

Suitable for outdoor use

RGB

LEDs in red/green/blue colourmix

Wall mountable

For operation with safety extra low-voltage

Ceiling mountable

Protected against dust deposits

Floor mountable

IP
40
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Protected against dust ingress and splash water

Will Lightpanels become hot?
If correctly installed Lightpanels will, as a maximum, be lukewarm. This is the result of the special
design – the aluminium frame is a cooling element for the LEDs.
Do Lightpanels flicker? Do they dazzle or will light spots occur?
No. The light emitted by Lightpanels will not flicker because they are operated with direct current only.
Because of the homogeneous light scattering on a large surface no annoying hot spots will occur. This
is why the light emitted by Lightpanels is absolutely homogeneous and dazzle-free.
Can a certain colour shade be achieved with RGB (red/green/blue)?
Yes. When using LEDs in RGB practically any colour shade can be created and even pastels and subtle
mixed colours. Different shades of white can also be generated.
What is the meaning of kelvin temperature units in connection with lighting elements?
And what does colour temperature mean?
The kelvin is the unit of measurement used in conjunction with the colour temperature of light sources.
White light is subdivided into warm (below 3,300K), neutral (3,300-5,000K) or cool colour temperatures
(above 5,000K = daylight white). Light bulbs have a colour temperature of 2,800K, the evening sun has
3,400K, midday light has a colour temperature above 5,500K, and the light of the northern sky above
20,000K.
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Lightpanel Lighting Technology
The consistent high quality, brilliance
and long life of our Lightpanel products
is the result of the use of high-quality
materials - and their special combination. Only high-performance diodes
with multi-chip technology are used
which have an average life of 50,000
hours. The use of the best components
is the basis for our exceptional quality
for which we offer 24 months warranty.
Lightpanel is available in warm white

and neutral white luminous colour and
in monochromatic colours, as well as
with individually controllable RGB light
emitting diodes. Our especially selected LEDs are sorted according to colour point which achieves an excellent
colour reproduction. We record the
LEDs installed in each delivered Lightpanel so that in case they need to
be replaced at a later date the same
binning will be used.

The Right Light – for Every Environment

LED Solutions for Special Requirements

Warm white: This light colour creates a
feeling of wellbeing. The warm shade of
white just about corresponds to the light
emitted by a light bulb and is a pleasant
light source for rooms we live in and
where we spend an extended period of
time. This light is relaxing, dazzle-free,
soft and subtle and creates a calm atmosphere. 2)

Neutral white or daylight white: Cool
white similar to natural light. This light is
ideal for creating effects similar to daylight. Because of its colour fidelity it is
also best suitable of the backlighting of
prints. This light colour is often used in
a business environment. The effect of
this colour is neutral. 2)

Controlled White: The combination of
LEDs with 2,700K and 5,500K allows
continuously changing light situations
by means of a control system. This is
also called “dynamic light”. An example is a daylight sequence starting with
warm morning light, continuing on to
midday sun and ending with the soft
glow of sunset. 3)

RGB-W = Red/Green/Blue + White:
If, apart from the colour diversity which
is offered by LEDs in RGB, a brilliant
shade of white is also desired, a combination of the colourful light emitting
diodes with the appropriate white LED
is recommended. 3)

Monochrome: The Unicolour-Lightpanels are available in red, green,
blue, and orange. They either create a
pleasant atmosphere or colour accents
and signals. An effective and economic version if you want to use only one
colour. 2)

RGB = Red/Green/Blue: Depending
on the mood or application any colour
and any type of mood lighting can be
created. Gradients of varying colour,
lighting effects but also subtle white are
possible. RGB creates impressive colour schemes and visual variety. 3)

High CRI: CRI is the abbreviation for
Colour Rendering Index and refers to
the quality of the colour rendering of
light sources. A high “colour rendering
index” is of special importance for
museums and exhibitions. Our HighCRI-LEDs achieve highest values of
93-95 Ra. 2)

High Performance: Nowadays LEDs
are by no means exclusively suitable for
mood lighting. Our High Performance
LEDs can even be used for room illuminating - High Performance 07 stripes with the double quantity of LEDs
actually as a workplace lighting. 2)

1) Because of the way they are produced LEDs have large colour deviations. We only use high-quality LEDs
which underwent a fine binning process. With these LEDs each individual diode was optically measured
and sorted into so-called „bins”.
2) In order to operate warm white, cool white or monochrome LEDs, a mains adapter is required.
Combination with a dimmer is optional.
3) In case of RGB- or Controlled-White-applications a light control is required in addition to the mains adapter.
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Lightpanel Lighting Technology
Optimum Light Yield Through Light
Infeed From the Edges
Light infeed from the edges ensures that the light emitted by Lightpanels is homogeneously distributed.
At the same time positioning the light
emitting diodes on the edges is extremely
energy efficient. An optimum lighting
effect is achieved with a minimum of
energy input. The size, dimensions
and desired light output of the Lightpanel determine whether LED strips
will be used on one, two or even four
sides. (EULUMDAT data is available on
request.)

Light Distribution Curve of Our Lightpanels

As indicated by the light distribution curve our Lightpanels are perfect
Lambertian emitters, the light density is constant in all directions.

Below a selection of the LED strips we use *:
Operating voltage

Power consumption

Efficiency

Lumen/m

Colour
temperature

Special feature
Colour
rendering index

HighPerformance 15 (Standard)

24 VDC

17,9 W/m

98

lm/W

1716 lm/m

3000K/4000K

85

High quality, high brightness

Numerous fields of application

HighPerformance 07

24 VDC

35,5 W/m

98

lm/W

3458 lm/m

3000K/4000K

85

Maximal brightness

Highly illuminated environment, e. g. at trade fairs

ShortPitch

24 VDC

09,7 W/m

81

lm/W

0780 lm/m

3000K/4000K

85

All-round strip with average brightness

For ambient light

Value Advanced

24 VDC

08,7 W/m

70

lm/W

0600 lm/m

3000K/4000K

80

Cost-effective alternative (no fine binning)

Economical standard solution

Controlled White 2700-5500K

24 VDC

115 W/m

98

lm/W

3432 lm/m

2700K-5500K

85

White spectrum from warm to cool white

Daylight sequencing processes, changes of light moods

HighCRI

24 VDC

25,0 W/m

64

lm/W

1600 lm/m

2700K/5000K

> 90

High colour fidelity

Museums, exhibitions, backlit prints

RGB15-Standard

24 VDC

16,7 W/m

36

lm/W

0594 lm/m

RGB

–

Homogeneous brightness RGB

Numerous fields of application

RGB-HighPerformance

24 VDC

25,5 W/m

39,5 lm/W

1006 lm/m

RGB

–

Maximum brightness RGB

In case of strong ambient light

Momochrome red

24 VDC

06,0 W/m

26,3 lm/W

0158 lm/m

RGB

–

Single colour applications, red

Momochrome green

24 VDC

06,0 W/m

26,8 lm/W

0161 lm/m

RGB

–

Single colour applications, green

Cost effective alternative
if light in a signal colour is desired

Momochrome blue

24 VDC

06,0 W/m

16,5 lm/W

0099 lm/m

RGB

–

Single colour applications, blue

Monochrome orange

24 VDC

06,0 W/m

19,8 lm/W

0119 lm/m

RGB

–

Single colour applications, orange

RGB-W warm white

24 VDC

31,0 W/m

47,0 lm/W

1400 lm/m

RGB 2700K

–

RGB and excellent rendering of whites

If RGB and warm white is required

RGB-W neutral white

24 VDC

31,0 W/m

47,0 lm/W

1400 lm/m

RGB 4000K

–

RGB and excellent rendering of whites

If RGB and neutral white is required

LED-Type

Applications

Light colour white

Coloured light

*Further LED types on request.
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Lightpanel Control Technology
By means of control elements Lightpanels can be used to their maximum
potential. You can choose between two
quite different options – either very user
friendly with predefined programs or user
defined according to your requirements.

OSRAM Easy Color – Design for Aesthetes

Selection is accomplished by
means of remote control or PC.
No data cables required.

Sophisticated design and well-thoughtout function, the Easy Color Control
System by OSRAM combines effortless
installation, simple handling and stateof-the-art technology. Up to 64 channels can be selected and allow custom

RGB lighting solutions. Of course,
several Lightpanels can be controlled at the same time by means of this
system. We will provide you with the required know-how and, if requested, the
necessary pre-programming.

Integrating Lightpanels into Bus Systems
Lightpanels can also be integrated into
bus systems such as, for example, EIB/
KNX, DALI, DMX, etc. Lightpanels are
compatible with almost all commercially available bus systems. We will
provide the required equipment and,
on request, will perform all technical

Chromoflex Pro – the Intelligent Control System
Chromoflex Pro is a high-performance
and very user friendly control system.
With Chromoflex Pro operation is easy
and clear, no matter whether you intend
to select one or several Lightpanels at
the same time. Chromoflex Pro allows
the mixing of colours via the RGB control system (red, green, blue). Selection
and crosslinking of the Lightpanels is
accomplished by radio control, either
by means of a remote control or directly from your computer by using a USB
flash drive, which is optionally available.
The range outdoors is up to 300 m and
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approx. 20 – 50 m in buildings, where
walls are not a problem. The adjustable master and slave operation allows
chronological colour sequences. Also
individual colour gradients, as well
as hold and crossfade times can be
defined by radio with the free PC software. Preset colours can be selected
directly. It is also possible to “store” the
last adjustment so that it will be
available when the system is switched
on again or after a power failure. Up to
100 independently operating systems
can be controlled. Ten (10) different

preliminaries. Our experts will render advice and define the interfaces
together with your electrical consultant. The products are delivered
ready-for-connection. The only thing
left to do is to integrate the products
into your system at your premises.

Chromobox – Control by Smartphone, etc.
programs are available by default,
additional programs can be created
and stored according to the customer’s
specifications. Chromoflex Pro can
generate up to 16 million colours
which can be dimmed from 0 to 100
percent. On request we will do the programming for you. The following
additional accessories are available:
Radio remote control, USB flash
drive for the wireless control from the
PC and a touch module for the installation in walls.

Control your Lightpanel directly from
your smartphone or tablet. It is the interface between your terminal equipment and the Chromoflex Pro control
system. The Chromobox uses the existing WLAN infrastructure without interfering with telephone calls or surfing on
the internet. The easily operable App

allows the selection of different programs and the adjustment of specific
colours. Available at the App Store.

iPad and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc.
App Store is a service brand of Apple Inc.
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LIGHTPANEL Overview

LIGHTPANEL Service + Assembly

The following table will give you a first
overview. However, sizes and technical features depend on the relevant
application purpose. Please do not
hesitate to contact one of our consultants if you are interested.

We ensure that your Lightpanel arrives
safely at the place of destination. For the
transport of larger formats we will construct special wooden boxes. On request
our experts will carry out complex Lightpanel assemblies for you. We provide
various assembly material for the installation and attachment of the Lightpanels. Depending on the type and
application you can choose between
different ways of installation. Below
some standard solutions:

Assembly Versions
The delivery scope of each standard Lightpanel includes an all-purpose
attachment set. The further assembly examples are optional.

Lightpanels

1)

original

plus

●

●

frameless cover

floor

twin

slim

alu-slim

tex

●

●

●

●

●

backlight splash

iso

All-purpose attachment M6
for wall and ceiling:

Assembly set for ceiling
with superstructure:

Assembly set for superstructure
ceiling with shadow gap:

Screw connection using slot nuts (M6),
e.g. through back wall

Installation on ceiling from the outside with
aluminium profiles (optional)

Concealed ceiling suspension with shadow gap
(optional)

Wall installation
with hanging bar:

Flush integration
in ceiling:

Ceiling installation with
pendant rope suspension:

Concealed wall installation with hanging bars
(optional)

Integration in ceilings having an appropriate
cut-out (optional)

Ceiling installation by means of a rope suspension
with variable length (optional).

are suitable for:
Internal areas

●

●

●

Outside / damp areas
Ceiling installation

●

Wall mounting

●

●

●

●

intregrated intregrated

●

intregrated intregrated

Floor installation

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

standard

●

Optional:
RGB LEDs

●

●

●

●

●

●

White LEDs

●

●

●

●

●

●

Single-colour LEDs

●

●

●

●

●

●

Glass front

●

●

●

●

●

●

standard standard

Fabric covering
Bent shapes possible

●

●

Contour forms poss.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Dimensions:
Max. size 3 x 2 m

●

Max. size 3 x 1,2 m

●

●

●

●

Max. size 3 x 0,8 m
Overall depth

●

100/150 mm ab 34 mm ab 36 mm

●

●

30+x mm ab 36 mm ab 34 mm 34-40 mm ab 34 mm

15 mm

18 mm

50 mm

●

30 mm

●

●

Warranty
24 months (LED techn.)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 40

IP 64

IP 64

B2

B2

B2

B2

B2

B2

B2

B2

B2

B2

B2

B1

Data:
IP protection class
Building Material Class
Operating temperature

0ºC bis +40ºC

-30ºC bis +40ºC

1) The maximum Lightpanel plus size depends on the surface decoration that you want.
The overall depth depends on the surface decoration panel, too.
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Designpanels – Sizes and Material Properties
The following table will give you a first overview. However, sizes and technical features depend on the relevant application
purpose. Please do not hesitate to contact one of our consultants if you are interested.
Invision *

Aquaplex

Iceplex/ Wavepanel (Acrylic Glass)

Wavepanel (Solid Surface Materials)***

Cellplex

Material

PETG (Polyethylenterephthalat
Glycol) and embedded material**

Polymethylmethacrylat (PMMA)

Polymethylmethacrylat (PMMA), cast

Acrylic or resin-composite mineral
materials, depends on the manufacturer

PMMA, PC or PETG with a core
of Polycarbonate

Food safety,
environmental impact

Food safe, except for the version
containing UV protection

Food safe; Aquaplex does not
contain any toxic substances or
heavy metals, it is water-insoluble
and recycable

Food safe; does not contain any toxic
substances or heavy metals, it is
water-insoluble and recycable

Allowed for contact with food

With PMMA food safe; with PETG or
PC: food safe, except for the version
containing UV protection

Fire protection

Depending on embedded material
EU category B1 or B2

EU-category E (B2)

EU-category E (B2)

B1 or B2, depends on the product
and manufacturer

PETG/PC: EU-category E (B1);
in combination with PMMA: B2

Range of temperature application

Permanent service temperature
up to 70° C

Permanent service temperature
up to 80°C, short-time temperature
up to 90°C

Permanent service temperature
up to 80° C, short-time
temperature up to 90° C

Up to a maximum of 100°C;
depends on the product and
manufacturer

Permanent service temperature with
PETG up to 70° C; with PMMA up to
80° C; with PC up to 90 °C

Resistence to UV radiation

Available on request

Suitable for outdoor usage

Suitable for outdoor usage

Suitable for outdoor usage

On request

Thermic expansion/contradiction

The coefficient of linear expansion is
0,05 mm/m K. When installing the expansion clearance must be considered.

The coefficient of linear expansion is
0,07 mm/m K. When installing the expansion clearance must be considered.

The coefficient of linear expansion is
0,07 mm/m K. When installing the expansion clearance must be considered.

approx. 0,05 mm/m °K –
varies with the product and
manufacturer

The coefficient of linear expansion is
0,07 mm/m K. When installing the expansion clearance must be considered.

Specific weight

approx. 1,27 g/cm³

1,19 g/cm³

1,19 g/cm³

approx. 1,71 g/cm³

Depends on construction and strength

Chemical Resistance

Resistant against: dilute acids,
neutral and acidic salts, alcohol,
ether, oils, greases, perchlorinated
hydrocarbons;
Non-resistant against: Alkalis,
overheated vapour, ketones, phenols,
ester, oxidizing acids and
hydrocarbons.

Resistant against: weak acids and
lyes, saline solutions and aliphatic
hydrocarbons; greases, oils, water and
non-polar solvents.
Non-resistant against: Alcohol,
benzene, acetone, strong acids, polar
solvents, chlorinated hydrocarbons

Resistant against: weak acids and
lyes, saline solutions and aliphatic
hydrocarbons; greases, oils, water
and non-polar solvents.
Non-resistant against: Alcohol,
benzene, acetone, strong acids, polar
solvents, chlorinated hydrocarbons

Variable depending on the product
and manufacturer

Depends on the cover, either PETG/
PC or PMMA

Maximum dimensions

1200 x 2400 mm and
1450 x 3000 mm (Standard),***
1950 x 3000 mm and
1950 x 3500 mm (fr. 20 panels upwards)

3,000 x 1,300 mm (thickn. 15/20/25 mm);
3,000 x 2,000 mm (thickn. 10/12 mm);
2,000 x 1,500 mm (thickn. 30 mm);
1,800 x 1,400 mm (thickn. 35 mm)

Iceplex: 2,030 mm x 3,050 mm;
Wavepanel: 970 mm x 3,000 mm

Maximum 3,600 x 1,320 mm,
3,700 x 710 mm,
varies with the manufacturer

3,040 mm x 1,010 mm (standard);
maximal 3,040 mm x 1,300 mm
(other dimensions on request)

Thickness

4 / 6 / 8 / 10 / 12 / 16 / 20 / 24 mm;
minimum thickness depending on
embedded material

From 10 mm up to maximum 40 mm
(Standard)

Iceplex: 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 10 mm;
Wavepanel: standard thickness approx.
9,5 mm + special thicknesses

3 / 6 / 9 / 12 mm; varies with the
product and manufacturer

CELLPLEX chaos clear: 11 / 14 / 16 mm;
CELLPLEX honeycomb: 14 / 16 mm;
CELLPLEX chaos black: 16 mm;

Processing

Suited for all conventional processing
technologies (sawing, drilling, etc.) Cold
bending and thermoforming possible,
depending on the embedded material

Suited for all conventional
processing technologies (sawing,
drilling, polishing etc.) as well as
thermoforming

Suited for all conventional
processing technologies (sawing,
drilling, polishing etc.) as well as
thermoforming and vacuum forming

All regular processing techniques
including thermoforming

Suited for all conventional
processing technologies (sawing,
drilling, polishing etc.)

Special Characteristics

Translucent to transparent,
depending on the inlay

Matted surface that can be
refinished

Iceplex: Has a different feel than satined glass because it is not cold. Wavepanel: 3-dimensionally formable, can
be joined to exactly match a pattern

Depends on the basic material –
special features possible.

Lightweight but stable
composite material

Applications

Room dividers, wall panels,
door leaves, sliding door elements,
shower partitions

Table tops and worktops,
countertops, elements for exhibition
stands, room dividers

Iceplex: Universally applicable
Wavepanel: Panelling for walls and
counters, splash protection for
kitchens, room dividers.

Panelling for walls and counters,
back walls in kitchens, worktops

Room dividers, elements for
exhibition stands, walls, door leaves,
facades

** Batch-related colour and structure differences can occur as natural products are frequently used in our Invision products
*** Precise sizes and data can be found in the relevant data sheets issued by the solid surface manufacturers *** Deviations are possible depending on the embedded materials
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Designpanel Products

We Own Our
Production

From Individualistic to
Unique

Processing &
Products Made to Order

We manufacture our own products.
This includes surface materials as well
as Lightpanels and complex lighting
applications. The basic materials we
use are obtained from renowned brand
manufacturers. This makes it easy for
us to guarantee best quality. Our order related production makes it possible to respond to individual customer
specifications, support the customer’s
planning and to find special solutions to
problems.

We use state-of-the-art technologies
in order to effectively manufacture our
products. To fulfil the very special requirements of our customers we focus
on handcraft. Both, latest technologies
and craftsmanship, make our products
unique. In case of Invision all inlays are
manually embedded by experts following a standard pattern or as specified
by the customer. The special way the
inlays are placed or the use of inlays
provided by our customers can make
Invision panels one of a kind.

Apart from the production the processing of our products also plays an important role. We will cut, bond or form
panels according to your specifications. Latest CAD technology is
applied in connection with the realisation of your ideas. When it comes
to three-dimensional forming a modern thermoforming centre and several
furnaces are available to us. The
largest furnace has a volume of 25 cubic
metres which is sufficient for bending
even large-scale sheets.
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Performance Range

Planning, Design
and Development

Competence in
Production

Delivery, Assembly
and Maintenance

Unique tailor-made solutions require
experienced specialists. Our creative team offers the necessary planning competence – interior decorators,
engineers, technicians and experts
in the field of crafts are your points of
contact. We will support your planning
and development, assist you in the preparation of design drawings or provide
help with special programming. For
designers we offer the necessary knowhow for the realisation of their ideas.

We apply state-of-the-art production
technologies and are specialised in CNC
milling, 3D forming, laser cutting and innovative bonding technologies. This is
complemented by electronics as well
lighting technologies and control systems. In case of complex applications we
also work with materials such as wood
and metal and guarantee the necessary
expertise for the processing of these specific materials. Our production facilities
also offer classical polymer processing
regardless whether single item production or series production are involved.

We will ensure that your order arrives
at the place of destination quickly and
safely. Design panels are usually delivered by a trucking company on a protected pallet, Lightpanels are delivered
in a wooden box exactly matching the
dimensions of the product which is
perfect for transportation and storage.
On request our competent experts will
also come to the site to mount it. They
will prepare, deliver, build, assemble
and install the products manufactured
by us. If necessary we will service and
maintain our products.
Proper material storage in our high rack storage area at Nuremberg
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This is how you can reach us

Tel. +49 (0)911 321546-0
Fax +49 (0)911 321546-22
E-Mail: info@designpanel.de
Our current product range, references and examples of use, the samples
available for ordering as well as much more technical information can be obtained
on our website:

www.designpanel.de

At our showroom in Nuremberg you can see our products and you can experience
their function and the feel of their surface.

All information provided was scrupulously researched and verified with great care.
Still liability for modifications or deviations cannot be assumed.
Printing images and text or the transfer to other media requires written approval.
© 2015 Designpanel GmbH, Nuremberg, Germany
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